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Christopher Wilmarth: Light & Place
by Joan Pachner

For those without an interior life or without an access to it, my work,
at best, remains on the level of “beautiful” and can give no more.
The rest, which is the most, is not released.
Christopher Wilmarth 1
Christopher Wilmarth is a modern symbolist whose constructed glass and steel sculptures
exemplify American art animated by light and insistent on its role in creating a sense of
place. It’s one thing to create the illusion of glowing light in the controlled two-dimensional
world of painting but quite another to conjure and harness this kind of landscape effect in
sculpture, the literal art that inhabits our space. Wilmarth’s magically balanced abstractions
seduce us with their beauty and their innate paradoxical combination of the impregnable and
the fragile, balancing sensuous physical beauty with surprising poetic, often achingly expressive content. It took time, however, for the artist to identify his materials, and to figure out
how to use them to accomplish his goals; at times the means and message seemed to be
in conflict, a tension that he ultimately harnessed.
I associate the significant moments of my life with the character
of light at the time.2 (1974)
Light that touches the world, that we remember with particular clarity, was central to
Wilmarth’s artistic mission and drove the work’s development towards increasing interiority
from the 1960s through to 1987, the year of his suicide at the age of forty-four. He had traveled from his native California to New York in 1960, at age seventeen, to attend Cooper
Union. He embraced the urban landscape, responding intensely to the way the light made him
feel as it illuminated the built and natural world around him: “I’d be driven to leave my studio
at the end of the day when the light was just going out . . . I’d try to get to the last light and the
sunset on the Hudson River.”3
Glass was his medium of choice since the mid-sixties. Early constructions of light
birch cylinders and transparent cut-glass circles, as in Cirrus (1968; San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art), emerged as an offshoot of his day job as a cabinetmaker, which followed
graduation in 1965. The works were successfully exhibited at Graham Gallery in 1968,
but Wilmarth was dissatisfied as the clear elements were unmodulated, too harsh for his
romantic temperament. He had already begun to visit glass manufacturers to learn about
Left: Christopher Wilmarth, Sackett Street studio, Brooklyn, 1986. Photo: Jerry L. Thompson.
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different types of glass, how he could re-shape and bend it, and, most significantly, how to
coax a range of atmospheric and emotional effects by “painting” with hydrofluoric acid,
chemically mining glass’s inherent green-blue color, etching the surface and regulating the
passage of light.
Wilmarth’s painterly mark-making on sculpture was at the other end of the spectrum
from fashionable bi-coastal fetish-finish works by artists such as John McCracken and Donald
Judd, with their smooth, shiny planes that embraced a world of new surfboards, motorcycles,
and cars. In fact, the question of how one might mark the surface of a sculpture with a
personal gesture has cycled since the early 1900s, since Rodin, who characteristically pitted
his animated bronzes with valleys and mountains, echoing the restless movement of his own
fingers. Brancusi staked out his own contrasting aesthetic, with hand-carved wood pieces,
refined stone pieces, and highly polished, reflective bronzes, which opened his work to its
environment. Wilmarth revered Brancusi and made early carvings directly inspired by his
work. He even traveled to Romania in 1974 to see the master’s multipart monumental Târgu
Jiu assembly, including the Gate of the Kiss (1938). And perhaps Wilmarth’s textured planes
are closer in spirit than one might think to David Smith’s sculptures of the later 1950s
through the mid-1960s, welded from stainless steel planes, their surfaces etched with an
electric disk grinder, generating unpredictable, holographic-like gestural reflections of natural
light.4 Both artists discovered an unconventional approach to creating distinctive surfaces
that, for different reasons, suggests a kinship with painters. In fact, it is not coincidental that
Wilmarth’s constructions are often discussed in relationship with artists ranging from
Matisse to Richard Diebenkorn and Robert Ryman.
Tony Smith, for whom Wilmarth worked assembling full-scale plywood mock-ups
around the country for two years, from 1967–69, is the most important link connecting
Wilmarth to a chain of artists who sought to entwine geometry and meaning, including
painters Barnett Newman and Mark Rothko. What did Wilmarth get from Tony Smith? A sensitivity to human scale, a quest to make room for the figure within abstraction, an interest in
creating a sense of place, in using architectonic framing elements, in working with generative
abstract form, were all vital and developed aspects of Smith’s artistic practice. Moreover, his
sculptural “presences” were rooted in an understanding of architectural and human scale,
honed over decades as a practicing architectural designer. Smith would often describe his
own works in terms of the everyday building elements that form their structural spine, like an
eight-foot sheet of plywood or the width of a common door opening—thus acknowledging a
viewer or figure without representing one. These elements were among many others likely
absorbed by Wilmarth at a critical juncture, which he would develop as his own.
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Christopher Wilmarth, Tina Turner, 1970–71. Etched glass, clear glass, and steel cable, 693 ⁄4 x 177 x 58 inches.
The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Edward R. Broida (811.2005).
Photo: © President and Fellows of Harvard College. Image provided by Harvard Art Museums/Fogg Art Museum,
The Christopher Wilmarth Archive, Gift of Susan Wilmarth-Rabineau. CW2001.477.

Wilmarth added twisted cable to his glass constructions in 1970, providing both
structural support and graphic impact. He used Roebling cable, which was designed in the
mid-nineteenth century to support the then-new suspension bridges; it enabled Wilmarth to
join multiple panels together and realize larger multipart compositions, such as the monumental fifteen-foot spread of Tina Turner (1970–71; Museum of Modern Art, New York).
Over the years, he created many works titled in homage to John A. Roebling, engineer of
Wilmarth’s beloved Brooklyn Bridge.5 For instance, the minimal blue-gray mottled square
Second Roebling #2 (1974; Private collection), with its taut vertical cables at either side,
could suggest a dusky view from the bridge abstracted across the mist-covered river. In this
scenario, the viewer becomes part of the composition, the one looking into the distance,
perhaps reenacting a viewpoint typically conjured by Caspar David Friedrich, the German
Romantic painter. Many of Wilmarth’s works share a dark palette and mood, including the
Rothko-like gray-and-black horizontal drawing Long Beginning for My Brother (1974; fig. 12),
referring to his brother’s suicide more than a decade earlier, a wound that never healed.
Clearly Wilmarth knew how to use abstraction to convey emotional states and was never
aligned with minimalist dogma, which he felt was like “walking into a brick wall.”6
The window-like pale green bas-relief Normal Drawing (1971; fig. 2) is brighter and
more open in spirit, and “the color of light under trees after the rain.”7 While the glass elements are essentially the same color, the color appears significantly more saturated where
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Installation view of Christopher Wilmarth, The Museum of Modern Art, New York, May 25–August 20, 1989.
Sculptures from left to right: Is, Was (Chancing), 1975–76; Tina Turner, 1970–71; Gnomon’s Parade (Front), 1980;
New Ninth, 1978. Drawings from left to right: Untitled, c. 1976; Second Roebling, 1974 (fig. 10);
Late Drawing of Wyoming, 1975 (fig. 13).
Digital Image © The Museum of Modern Art/Licensed by SCALA / Art Resource, NY.

three horizontal bars, also green
glass, cross the carefully calibrated
construction. Contrasting black
cables lace the pale green elements
together, securing the composition.
The taut cable is threaded through the
glass bars and onto the surface of
the glass, then twisted together at the
bottom, suggesting a window-shade
pull. Is this “normal?” In what way is
the sculpture a drawing? The cable
appears drawn and conveys an almost
inexplicable sense of vulnerability,
recalling Arshile Gorky’s stretched
lines, or Fred Sandback’s contemporaneous sculptures that magically conjure transparent planar forms from
contours of pulled, twisted elastic
and acrylic yarn. This simple, poetic,
Christopher Wilmarth, Panoply’s Angel, 1971.
Clear and etched glass and wire,
ambiguous work manages, like a
12 inches diameter x 21⁄2 inches. Private collection.
flower, to draw the viewer in, and
Photo: © President and Fellows of Harvard College. Image provided by
encourages close looking and quesHarvard Art Museums/Fogg Art Museum, The Christopher Wilmarth Archive,
Gift of Susan Wilmarth-Rabineau. CW2001.494.
tions, but yields no answers.
Wilmarth was drawn to elemental geometric forms and embraced the multiplicity of
possible interpretations. For instance, after making the sculptures Panoply (1967–69;
Museum of Modern Art, New York) and Panoply’s Angel (1971; Private collection), he made
Study for Panoply’s Angel (1973; fig. 6) on layered tracing paper with staples; it is an intimate
drawing featuring a circle, the form with no beginning and no end. While a panoply may refer
to a suit of armor, Wilmarth would likely be loath to ascribe such a specific meaning to his
image. His own statement about his attraction to the circular forms was quite different:
Why I like the circle has to do with the fact that it is probably the most
paradoxical shape. It is a nondirectional shape . . . a portent of activity . . .
It is totally without direction . . . everything is possible within a circle—
which isn’t true of the square or rectangle.8 (1968)
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In fact, this distinction between the character of circles and rectilinear forms is one that he
may have discussed with Tony Smith, who had evolved his own theories on this very subject.
Of course the circles, and his later blown-glass orbs of the Breath series, refer back to
Brancusi’s emblematic bronze and marble disembodied heads, such as Sleeping Muse (marble, 1909; bronze, 1910). Wilmarth embraced the language of universal forms and rejected
the contemporary dogma that denied meaning and metaphor. Rather, the subject of his very
physical constructions was subjective, more typical of a late-nineteenth century artist: “I have
tried to make sculptures that evoke a spiritual disembodied state close to that of a reverie.”9
Wilmarth’s artistic arsenal was complete when he added steel plate to his repertoire,
with the encouragement and collaboration of his friend Mark di Suvero, with Di-Wil-Vero
(1971; Museum of Fine Arts, Houston), a work they made together. The juxtaposed materials
of glass and steel, perfect emblems of New York City, became Wilmarth’s signature. He channeled turbulent emotional states through the irreconcilable elemental opposing forces of light
and dark, fragility and strength.
My sculptures are places to generate this experience compressed into light
and shadow and return them to the world as a physical poem.10 (1974)
Nine Clearings for a Standing Man (1973), comprised of nine separate sculptures, revealed
Wilmarth’s mastery of his chosen materials, notably his ability to control light effects by
varying the distance between the glass and steel elements. Each of the eighty-inch-high rectangular glass-and-steel plates has similar overall proportions (the height of a tall man) and
are oriented vertically. Each Clearing is constructed from a single steel plate and an equally
sized plate of glass, with the exception of Nine Clearings for a Standing Man #9 (Museum of
Modern Art, New York), where the glass is cut vertically in equal halves. Each glass plate is
etched separately with hydrofluoric acid and strategically laced with Roebling cable. The multivalent abstractions, which “sit” on the ground and are attached to the wall, could suggest a
human figure, a Matisse Back bas-relief, or a Newman zip. Wilmarth bent the steel plates
behind the glass in each construction at a different angle, adding yet another variable which
affected how we perceive the color of the glass, a strategy he would revisit later, as in New
Ninth (1978; Private collection). There was no a priori system to which the works conformed,
but rather the group emerged from an intuitively driven, self-generating process. Together the
works form a visual compendium, like a score for a musical composition, or an unfolding conversation. Works on multiple layers of tracing paper with staples correlate to the physical
compositions, enabling the artist to visualize the overall distribution of elements more easily.
The graphite on tracing paper Nine Clearings for a Standing Man, #7 (1973; fig. 8) is an
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Christopher Wilmarth, Do Not Go Gently, 1987.
Bronze and steel, 553 ⁄4 x 171⁄8 x 71⁄8 inches.
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC.
Gift of Robert Lehrman, in honor of Agnes Gund,
1991 (Accession Number: 91.26).
Photo: © President and Fellows of Harvard College.
Image provided by Harvard Art Museums/Fogg Art Museum,
The Christopher Wilmarth Archive, Gift of Susan WilmarthRabineau. CW2001.686.

example of these. His own description uses the
term “organic” to describe the layered geometric forms.11 The group was intended to conjure a
feeling of an existentially tinged space, “the
special energy certain places have long after the
people have gone . . . The configuration, scale
and proportion of place can evoke human
presence . . . The feeling is intimate. You are
acknowledged.”12
The last phase of Wilmarth’s work was
sparked in 1978 by an unexpected discussion
with writer Frederick Morgan, who had translated
seven poems by Stéphane Mallarmé and was
looking for someone to illustrate them. Wilmarth
recognized a kindred spirit in the poems and the
goal, as declared by Mallarmé, “to depict not
the thing, but the effect it produces,”13 and
asked if he could take on the challenge. In addition to the extraordinary illustrations Wilmarth
produced for the book, this project sparked the
blown-glass Breath series. Each orb was the
literal embodiment of his own breath, a surrogate for the self, and an embodiment of the
poetry. At long last he discovered a solution to
“the complex problem of implying the human
presence in a non-objective art.”14 As Wilmarth
increasingly sank into clinical depression, however, the orbs themselves became darker, and in
the end truly impenetrable. The light was gradually extinguished. His two last works, Do Not Go
Gently (1987; Hirschhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden, Washington, DC) and SelfPortrait with Sliding Light (1987; Museum of
Modern Art, New York) are both executed in
bronze and steel alone, no glass.
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Wilmarth’s works are gorgeous. One can be drawn to them just by their physical
beauty and lusciousness. Yet the formal qualities alone are not enough to lead one to an
understanding of the artist’s goals: “[Art] is an instrument of evocation and requires as
catalyst the soul of a sensitive person to engage its process of release, its story, its use.”15
Many feel like half-walls, with steel support that is a frame but never a fully built structure.
In this sense they are their own equivalent of an archeological excavation of the soul, something constructed that has been revealed, a place of memory and feeling.

Joan Pachner specializes in modern sculpture and is currently working on a catalogue raisonné
of Tony Smith’s sculpture. She published a monograph on David Smith (Phaidon, 2013 ) and was a
curatorial consultant and catalogue coauthor for Tony Smith: Architect, Painter, Sculptor (MoMA,
1988). In addition, she was a curatorial consultant at Storm King Art Center (1996–2005 ).
Since 2004 she has lectured regularly at MoMA. Pachner has written about other important 20thcentury sculptors, including Anthony Caro, Gaston Lachaise, José de Rivera, and George Segal.
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2. Wilmarth, 1974, quoted in Alastair Noble, “Christopher Wilmarth: Robert Miller Gallery,” Sculpture 19
(November 2000), pp. 59–60.
3. Wilmarth, quoted in Maurice Poirier, “Christopher Wilmarth: ‘The Medium is Light,’” Artnews 84 (September 1985),
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5. See Wilmarth, “The True Story of the Gift of the Bridge,” in Christopher Wilmarth: Matrix 29, exh. brochure
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(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), pp. 141–43.
6. Wilmarth, in Poirier.
7. Wilmarth, in Poirier.
8. Wilmarth, quoted in Corinne Robins, “The Circle in Orbit,” Art in America 56 (June 1968), p. 63. Reprinted in Madoff,
p. 139.
9. Wilmarth, 1980, quoted in Roger Boyce, “Through a Glass Darkly,” Art New England 22 (June–July 2001), p. 23.
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P L AT E S

1. Memphis, 1969–70

2. Normal Drawing, 1971

3. Half Open Drawing, 1971

4. Sonoma Corners, 1971 (side view, following pages)

5. Blue Long Tangle, 1972

6. Study for Panoply’s Angel, 1973

7. Six Clearings for Hank Williams, 1973

8. Nine Clearings for a Standing Man #7, 1973

9. Untitled (Roebling ), 1974

10. Second Roebling, 1974

11. Untitled, ca. 1974

12. Long Beginning for My Brother, 1974

13. Late Drawing of Wyoming, 1975

14. Invitation #3 , 1975–76 (alternate view, following pages)
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Etched glass and steel
781⁄2 x 311⁄4 x 1⁄2 inches
Courtesy Paula Cooper, New York
2. Normal Drawing, 1971
Etched glass and steel cable
22 x 22 x 1 inches
Private collection
3. Half Open Drawing, 1971
Etched glass and steel cable
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Private collection
4. Sonoma Corners, 1971
Etched glass and steel cable
24 x 343⁄4 x 33⁄4 inches
Private collection
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Etched glass
16 x 48 x 1 inches
Private collection
6. Study for Panoply’s Angel, 1973
Graphite on layered tracing paper with cutout
and staples mounted on paper
125⁄8 x 125⁄8 inches
Private collection
7. Six Clearings for Hank Williams, 1973
Watercolor and graphite on paper
5 x 30 inches
Private collection

9. Untitled (Roebling ), 1974
Graphite on layered tracing paper with staples
mounted on paper
83⁄4 x 83⁄4 inches
Beth Rudin DeWoody
10. Second Roebling, 1974
Graphite on layered tracing paper with staples
mounted on paper
141⁄8 x 111⁄8 inches
Beth Rudin DeWoody
11. Untitled, ca. 1974
Glass, etched glass, and steel cable
285⁄8 x 275⁄8 x 25⁄8 inches
Collection of Mignoni Gallery
12. Long Beginning for My Brother, 1974
Graphite on layered tracing paper with staples
mounted on paper
11 x 20 inches
Private collection
13. Late Drawing of Wyoming, 1975
Graphite on layered paper with cutout
and staples
181⁄8 x 223⁄4 inches
Collection of Jack Soultanian
14. Invitation #3 , 1975–76
Etched glass and steel
24 x 421⁄4 x 14 inches
Private collection

8. Nine Clearings for a Standing Man #7, 1973
Graphite on layered tracing paper with staples
mounted on paper
161⁄4 x 131⁄2 inches
Private collection
Left: Milan photograph: Wilmarth scraping steel in factory, 1973.
Photo: Enzo Nocera. © President and Fellows of Harvard College. Image provided by Harvard Art Museums/Fogg Museum,
The Christopher Wilmarth Archive, Gift of Susan Wilmarth-Rabineau. CW2001.902.
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